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Unit 7 (Vocabulary) 

water cycle (N)  mirror (N)  

experiment (N)  straight (Adj.)  

heat  (V)  reflect (V)  

blow  (V)  petrol(N)  

result  (N)  pipeline(N)  

degree (N)  export (V)  

temperature (N)  tanker(N)  

measure (V)    

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. Kuwait ……………….... oil to many countries all over the world. 

   a-measures                b-heats               c-reflects                     d-exports 

2. We usually do ……….…. in the science lab with our teacher. 

    a-tankers            b-degrees           c- experiments           d-results 

3. You see yourself …………..…….…. in the glass of the shop window. 

    a-reflected               b-heated             c-exported                 d-blown  

4. The baby has a high ……….…. You should take her to the hospital. 

   a-tanker                      b-temperature   c-result                        d-mirror   

5. Oil can be transported by…………….…. through the desert to other countries. 

    a-mirrors            b-results           c- experiments           d-pipelines 

6. Special cameras can………………..the body’s temperature everywhere. 

   a-measure                b-heat               c-reflect                     d-export 

7. Car accidents are often the……………….…… of fast driving. 

   a-degree                b-result               c-tanker                d- temperature   

8. You need to ……………… the milk to make a tasty coffee.   

   a- heat                b- measure              c-reflect                     d-export 
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B-Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(pipelines / blew / results / degrees /heated) 

1. Very long ……….…. are used to take oil to the factory. 

2. The water is ……….…. to 100 degrees to prepare your cup of tea. 

3. I finished my exams yesterday, but I won’t get the ………………. until August.  

4. My sister …………. her 15 year-old candles yesterday and got a lot of presents. 

II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. Oil …………….…. under the ground in the desert by engineers. 

a- found                   b- finds                 c- is found                   d- has found 

 

2. The windows  of the house  ……………….…. every weekend. 

a- are cleaned        b- have cleaned     c- cleaned                  d- were cleaned 

 

3. Everything …………….…. in a good way before the party. 

   a-does                      b- is done            c- are done                 d- did 

  

4. Food …………….…. and served nicely in this restaurant. 

   a-is cooking             b-  is cooked       c- cooks                       d- has cooked 

 

5. The results of the experiment ……………..…. down by the scientists. 

   a-wrote                     b- are writing      c- have written           d- are written 

B. Do as shown between brackets: 

6. She does her homework on time.                              ( Change into Passive )                                                    

…………………………………………...………………………………………………….. 

7. We write e-mails to our friends .                                  ( Change into Passive )                                                   

………………..………………………………..…………………………………………….. 

8. Meat ( eat ) by most people.                                         ( Correct the verb ) 

………………..………………………………….………………………………………….. 

9. Toyota cars ( make )  in Japan.                                      ( Correct the verb ) 

………………..………………………………………….………………………………….. 
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Unit 8 (Vocabulary) 

bacteria (N)  flood (N)  

chemicals (N)  lightbulb (N)  

fortunately (Adv.)  South Pole (N)  

invent (V)  North Pole (N)  

purify(V)  lose (V)  

fatal (Adj.)  put off (V)  

simply (Adv.)  put on(V)  

contaminated (Adj.)  cross (Adj.)  

source (N)  energy-saving (Adj.)  

drought (N)    

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- In Kuwait, the only …………...…. of fresh water is sea water.  

   a- flood                      b- drought                    c- source              d- chemical  

2- We need more ……….…. light bulbs to use less electricity.  

   a- energy-saving      b- contaminated        c- fatal                  d- cross 

3- Not all ……….…. are useful; some may cause diseases.  

   a- sources                  b- light bulbs               c- bacteria            d- floods  

4- Desalination plants ……….…. sea water and change it into potable water.  

   a- purify                     b- put on                      c- invent                d- lose  

5- Scientists do their best to ……….…. new machines and make life better.  

   a- lose                         b- put off                      c- invent                d- put on  

6- The river near my house is ………….. because of the factory dirty waste.  

   a- energy-saving      b- contaminated        c- fatal                  d- cross 

7- Many people in Africa suffer from………………. because they have no water. 

   a- chemical       b- source         c- flood                  d- drought 

8- Playing sports is ideal for people who want to ………… weight and keep fit.  

   a- lose                         b- put off                     c- invent                d- put on  
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B-Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(fatal – cross – purify – lose  – put off) 

1. We should save energy, so ……….…. the lights you don't need. 

2. My mother gets ……….….  with me when I leave the kitchen in a mess.  

3. Plants help to ……….…. the air around us so we should grow more trees.  

4. Scientists work hard to find cures for …….…. diseases like cholera  and cancer.  

II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- A camera is used for ……….…. photos.  

   a- take                 b- took                   c- taking              d- takes 

2- Tomorrow is Friday. We  ……….…. go to school.  

   a- will                   b- won’t                 c- might               d-should 

3- My mother ………….. visit an old friend if she has enough time. 

   a- might              b- should                  c- will                    d-won’t 

4- We can’t ……….. by car because my father doesn’t drive for long distances.  

   a- went                b- gone                      c- going               d-go 

B. Do as shown between brackets: 

5- A book is used for ( read ).                                        ( Correct the verb ) 

………………..………………………………………………….…………………………….. 

 

6- Next Friday Dana (visit) us.                                        ( Correct the verb ) 

………………..……………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

7- You should waste electricity.                                   ( Make negative ) 

………………..………………………………………………..……………………………….. 

 

8- A dish is used for drinking.                                          ( Make negative ) 

………………..………………………………………………………..……………………….. 
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Unit 9 (Vocabulary) 

algebra (N)  physics (N)  

geography (N)  prize (N)  

interview (N)  sadly (Adv.)  

cancer (N)  hard (Adv.)  

chemistry (N)  bright (Adj.)  

cure (V/N)  abroad (Adv.)  

marry (V)    

 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- Doctors and nurses work hard to ……….…. sick people.  

   a. cure                   b.  lose                   c. put on                  d. invent  

2- Our science teacher has ……….…. ideas; I like them a lot.  

   a. cross                  b.  bright                c.  fatal                     d. straight  

3- My cousin won the swimming competition and got a/an ……….…. 

a. chemistry          b. cancer              c. algebra                d. prize                     

4- My sister……….…. a businessman; she lives with him in Dubai.     

   a. invented           b.  lost                    c. purified                   d. married  

5- My friend talked ……….…. about the death of his grandmother.                                                          

a. sadly                b. abroad              c. hard                      d. fortunately 

6- The man worked so ……………. to buy this beautiful and expensive house.                                                          

a. fortunately  b. abroad              c. hard                      d. sadly                 

7- My elder brother’s dream is to study medicine ………….., in London.                                                         

a. sadly                b. abroad              c. hard                      d. fortunately 

8- The Nobel ………………. Is given to amazing people in different fields.                                                          

a. chemistry          b. prize                    c. algebra                d. cancer               

9- ………………….. is maths which uses signs and letters.                                                          

a. Physics              b. Geography              c. Algebra                      d. Chemistry 
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B-Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

[hard / abroad / cancer / prize / interview / chemistry] 

1. Marie Curie, the great scientist, sadly died of ……….…. 

2. I should study ……….….  . I want to get top marks in my exams. 

3. My brother likes ……….…., he wants to be a teacher in the future.  

4. The  family will  travel ……….…. next month to enjoy the summer vacation.  

5. Tomorrow, I am having an important ……….….. Wish me a good luck.  

 

II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- My brother missed the bus yesterday, ……….….?                     

   a-didn’t he            b- he didn’t              c- did he               d- does he 

2- The weather was very cold last week, ……….….? 

   a-it is                      b-  was it                   c- wasn’t it            d-is it 

3- Marie Curie ……….…. born on 7th November 1867 in Poland. 

   a-were        b-  are           c- is                        d- was 

4- My brother ……….…. his mobile last week ; he looked for it everywhere. 

     a- loses                b- lost                         c- hav lost            d- is losing 

 

B. Do as shown between brackets: 

5- You bought a book about Marie Curie, ……………..….?  (Add a question tag)     

………………..…………………………………………………………………………….. 

6- I did my math homework yesterday.                                ( Make negative) 

………………..……………………………………………………………….………….. 

7- Ali didn’t eat  eggs for breakfast this morning, …….….?  (Add a question tag)    

………………..…………………………………………….………………………………….. 

8- My sister won an important prize in tennis.                       (Ask a question) 

………………..……………………………………………………….…………………….. 
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Unit 10 (Vocabulary) 

receive (V)  championship (N)  

look forward to (Ph. V)  volleyball (N)  

final (adj.)  subject (N)  

racket (N)  communicate (V)  

join a club (V)  really (Adv.)  

take part in (V)  boring (Adj.)  

goggles(N)  best wishes (Exp.)  

 

 A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- I ……….…. seeing you at the party next week.  

   a- receive                b- take part in                 c- look forward to     d- join a club  

2- Messi scored two goals in the last minutes of the  ……….. match.  

   a-final                         b- cross                        c- fatal                      d- bright  

3- English is my favourite ……….…., I like to read short stories in it.  

    a-racket                   b- subject                    c- championship    d- volleyball 

4- The party was……….…. We didn’t enjoy it at all. 

   a-final                         b- cross                       c- boring                    d- bright 

5- My big brother, who is in high school, says that physics is a …………….. subject. 

   a-final                         b- cross                       c- boring                    d- bright 

6- Which team will win the football ……………….. this season? 

    a-racket                   b- subject                    c- championship     d- interview 

7- I can’t go to the tennis match today as my …………….. was broken. 

    a-racket                   b- subject                    c- championship    d- volleyball 

8- We enjoyed the circus show yesterday. It was ……………..wonderful. 

   a-hard                       b- really                       c- sadly                    d- abroad 

9- We need ……………..……….. to protect our eyes when diving . 

   a-subjects                 b- volleyballs               c- goggles                    d- rackets 
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B. Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(communicate - subject - volleyball - join – racket)  

1. I will ……….…. a sports club to stay fit and healthy. 

2. Most of the students think that science is an interesting ……….….. 

3. Nowadays people use WhatsApp to ……….…. with each others.  

4. I usually play ……….…. with my friends on the beach at the weekends. 

 

II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. My sister is good at ……….…. stories. She won many prizes. 

   a- told                             b- tells                         c- telling                d- has told 

2. My father likes ……….…. coffee in the early morning. 

   a- drinking                      b-drinks                       c- is drinking          d-drank  

3. My uncle ……….…. in the sea this afternoon.  

   a-swam                           b- is going to swim    c-has swum        d-swimmimg 

4. I  enjoy ……….…. sea food. It’s very healthy for our bodies. 

   a-eats                             b-ate                               c-eaten              d-eating 

 

B. Do as shown between brackets: 

5. I (recieve) an email form the school yesterday.                  (Correct the verb) 

………………..………………………………………………….. 

 

6.We had a science test last week.                                           ( Make negative)  

………………..………………………………………………….. 

 

7.Hamad is going to buy new boots tomorrow.                       ( Ask a question) 

………………..………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 11 (Vocabulary) 

ocean (N)  volcano(N)  

similar (Adj.)  active (Adj.)  

approximately (Adv.)  Hole (N)  

population (N)  smoke (N)  

capital (N)  area (N)  

landscape (N)  grow (V)  

tourist (N)  crop (N)  

forest (N)  hilly (Adj.)  

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. The two houses are very……….…. to each other in size and design.  

    a-similar                  b- active                   c- boring                 d-bright  

2. My grandmother is still very ……….…., even she is 70 years old.  

   a-final                       b- boring                   c- active                 d- hilly  

3. John is an American ……….…. ,who loves Kuwait very much.  

   a-volcano                b- forest                    c- ocean                 d- tourist  

4. Divers can find fantastic treasures at the bottom of the ……….…. 

    a- volcano              b- forest                    c- ocean                 d- landscape 

5. The experiment takes ……….….…. 20 minutes and then we write the results. 

    a-abroad                b- really                    c- approximately   d- fortunately  

6. The ………………… of cars and factories make the air so dirty. 

    a-smoke                b- ocean                    c- tourist    d- crop  

7. The …………………. in America is growing so fast. Cities are very crowded. 

    a- landscape  b- hole                    c- ocean    d- population  

8. The North Island in New Zeland is known for its active………………….. 

    a-forests                b- volcanoes                    c- tourists   d- crops 

9. Be careful. Driving fast in ………………… areas is very dangerous. 

    a-active                b- similar                    c- hilly     d- boring 
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B. Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

 (capital – forest – smoke – active – hilly)  

1. Doing exercises keeps you ……….…. and  healthy.  

2. I don’t like living in the ……….….. It is  always noisy and crowded. 

3. If you visit New zealand, you can enjoy looking at ……….…. lands.  

4. All of the tourists are so pleased with the beautiful …………….. of the city. 

 

 

II. Grammar 

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- Mona is ……….…. student in the class. She studies very hard. 

   a-the best             b-best                 c-better than          d-good 

2- Winter is usually the ……….…. season in Kuwait. I like it the most. 

   a-cold                   b-colder than    c-colder                   d-coldest 

3- The population in Saudi Arabia is ……….…. the population in Kuwait. 

    a-bigger than      b- big                  c-the biggest          d- biggest  

4- When I won the first prize, I was the ……….…. person in the world. 

   a-happy                b-happiest         c- happier               d-happier than                 

 

B) Do as shown between brackets: 

5. Kuwait City is much (hot) than London in summer.    (Correct the Adjective) 

………………..………………………………………………….. 

 

6. The elephant is the (heavy) animal in the forest.      (Correct the Adjective) 

………………..………………………………………………….. 

 

7. They are going to travel to China this weekend.            ( Make negative) 

………………..………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 12 (Vocabulary) 

helipad (N)  pearl diving(N)  

fortnight (N)  amazing (Adj.)  

tennis court(N)  experience (N)  

e-card(N)  pleasant (Adj.)  

fantastic (Adj.)  attractive (Adj.)  

causaway (N)  kind (Adj.)  

stretch (V)  comfortable (Adj.)  

link (V)    

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. We spent an amazing ……….…. in a nice hotel in Paris.  

         a-helipad                 b- e-card               c- fortnight                 d- area  

2. The King Fahad …………………. links Saudi Arabia with Bahrain.  

         a- helipad                b- fortnight            c- experience           d-causeway  

3. Hilton is a / an……….…. hotel where you can spend your holiday.  

          a-fantastic               b- hilly                    c- active                   d- similar  

4. Noura is a very ……….…. student. All teachers admire her.  

          a-kind                      b- hilly                    c- comfortable         d- similar  

5. We have visited many……….…. places in London like the Big Eye.  

          a- kind                     b- final                   c- active                    d- attractive 

6. Studying in Japan was an interesting …………. for me. I enjoyed it a lot.  

         a- fortnight            b- helipad                c- experience           d- e-card  

7. We visited the aquarium in the Scientific Centre. It was ……………...  

          a- amazing                   b- hilly               c- energy-saving          d- active 

8. It took five years to build the causeway. It ……………. for  about 30 kilometres.  

          a- grow                     b- stretches                   c- link                   d- receive 

9. …………………….was a very hard and dangerous job for Kuwaitis in the past. 

     a- Tennis court              b- Pearl diving               c- E-card               d- Best Wishes 
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B) Fill in the spaces with the correct words: 

(tennis court – amazing – e-card - fortnight – comfortable – pearl diving) 

1. In the past, Kuwait was famous for …………… and fishing. 

2. Messi is one of the most ……………….. football players the world.  

3. Dana will stay for a / an …………………. in London to meet her friends. 

4. The new hospital has 7 operating rooms, 300 beds and a/ an …………... 

5. After the journey, I was looking forward to sleeping in a/an ………………. bed. 

II. Grammar 

   A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1. The team has ……….…. started working on the project. 

   a-while               b-already              c-when                     d-yet 

2. I ……….…. already sent the money to charity. 

   a-haven’t          b-having                c-have                     d-am having 

3. I haven’t finished the work ……….….. . 

   a-when              b-yet                       c-while                     d-already 

4. He ……….…. turned the computer off yet. 

   a-has                  b-hasn’t                 c- is having               d- had 

5. The boy has already……….…. his lunch. 

   a-eaten              b-ate                      c-eats                       d-eating 

 

B) Do as shown between brackets: 

6. He already (write) his homework.                           (Correct the verb) 

………………..………………………………………………….. 

 

7. They have already been to London.                        (Make negative) 

………………..………………………………………………….. 

 

8. Yes, I have already done my homework.                (Ask a question) 

………………..………………………………………………….. 
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 Reading comprehension / 1 

Read the following text carefully, then answer the questions below:  

       Cleanliness is important in protecting us from 

dirtiness. Much dirtiness of the stomach passes 

from one person to another because of bad 

purification and your own cleanliness. You 

should always wash your hands before a meal.  

      You should bathe more often in hot weather 

or when you have been running or in the gym. You ought to be very careful 

about the food you eat and the water you drink. Make sure that flies and other 

insects don't land on your food. Insects eat dirt and there are germs in dirt. 

When insects land on your food, they may pass their germs on to you.  

      You mustn't leave pieces of food or dirty dishes lying around because they 

will attract flies. You can protect food from flies and germs by covering it. You 

should always boil water before you drink it. Finally, you must never eat dishes 

that smell bad because they may be poisonous.  

a)Choose the suitable answer from a, b, c an d d :  

1. The best title for the text could be: 

a) Running               

b) Hot Weather                  

c) Dirtiness              

d) Cleanliness  

 

2. The underlined word "protect" the 3rd  paragraph means:  

a) keep                              

b) attract                            

c) drink          

d) smell  
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3. The underlined pronoun “ they” in the 3rd  paragraph refers to:  

a) flies                         

b) germs                               

c) dishes                      

d) pieces 

 

4. Why mustn't you eat food that smells bad? 

a) Because we should wash our hands.  

b) Because it may be poisonous.  

c) Because insects are healthy.  

d) Because germs and insects are good.  

 

5. What should you do in hot weather?  

a) You should bathe everyday.  

b) You never wash your hands before a meal  

c) You should always boil water before you drink it  

d) You can leave pieces of food or dirty dishes lying around  

 

6- The purpose of the writer  in this text is to: 

a) inform us about his life  

b) tell us about food and drinks  

c) compare germs and insects 

b) explain the importance of being clean  

 

b) Answer the following questions:  

7. Why is cleanliness important?  

………………..………………………………………….…………………………………….. 
 

8. How can you protect food from insects?  

………………..………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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I. Reading comprehension/2 

Read the following text, then answer the questions below:  

      Scientists have been inventing things for 

years. Those inventions have made life easy and 

simple. Life is better and more comfortable than 

before. In the past, people lived a hard life. 

There weren't any air conditioners to keep their 

homes cool in summer or to keep them warm in 

winter. There were no washing machines or fridges. Before inventing the plane, 

most people travelled by cars, boats, and trains. Today, airplanes help people 

travel long distances faster and easier.  

       Before inventing the telephone, people communicated by writing letters 

or talking to each other face-to-face. Today, they can send messages using 

mobiles. They can chat with other people all over the world through the 

Internet. Computers have made it easy for people to get information, do 

research, play games, or take photos. The Internet has made the world as a 

small village. It is useful and harmful at the same time.  

A)  Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d:  

1. The best title for the text could be: 

a) Great Inventions           

b) Famous People            

c) Computers            

d) Science 

 2. The opposite of the underlined word "hard" in the 1st  paragraph is : 

a) easy                              

b) expensive                  

c) difficult                

d) harmful 
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 3. The underlined pronoun "it" in the 2nd   paragraph refers to the:  

a) world                        

b) village                            

c) Internet                

d) information  

 

4. Nowadays people can travel long distances faster and easier by:  

a) trains                           

b) airplanes                         

c) boats             

d) cars  

 

5. Modern inventions are very important because they: 

a) keep our houses very hot.                       

b) help people enjoy traditional games.                               

c) make travelling from one place to another slower. 

d) make life better and more comfortable than before.  

 

6. The purpose of the writer in writing this text is to:  

a) show that scientists waste their time.          

b) tell us that inventions make our life difficult.  

c) convince us that life is very hard.                              

 d) explain how inventions make our life easy. 

B) Answer the following questions:  

7. How did people communicate in the past?                

………………..……………………………………………………………………………….. 

8. Why is the Internet useful?  

………………..……………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Writing/1 

“Oil is very important for cars, machines and factories.” U7 

Plan then write a paragraph (not less than 6 sentences) describing: " Oil "  

The following pictures and guide words may help you:  

( important / cars /  taken / factories / pipelines / export ) 

  

 

 

 

 

Plan your topic here 
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Write your topic here  

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  

 

 

 

Planning 

 

( 2 ) 

Exposition of 

ideas & 

Coherence  

( 6 ) 

Paragraphing & 

Numbers of 

sentences 

( 2 ) 

Grammar 

 

( 2 ) 

Spelling 

 

( 2 ) 

Handwriting 

 

( 2 ) 

Punctuation 

 

( 2 ) 

Total 

Mark 

 

( 18 ) 
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Writing/2 

“Scientists play an important role in our life.” U9 

Plan then write a  paragraph ( not less than 6 sentences ) describing: "Scientists”  

You can use the following picture and guide words:  

(clever / invent / do experiments / labs / find cure /  life / hard) 

 

 

 

 

 

Plan your topic here 
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Write your topic here  

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 
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  وزارة التربية                                                            

 للغة الإنجليزية التوجيه الفني /الإدارة العامة للتعليم الخاص                                          

  نهاية الفترة الدراسية الثانية - السادسالصف تجريبى  امتحان 

 التعبير( –الاستيعاب المقروء / الكتابة: القواعد  –درجة(: )القراءة: المفردات  60)الدرجة الكلية:  

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

   

A) Vocabulary (14 Marks) 

a- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4 × 2 =8 Marks)  

1- The mobile phone has become one of the easiest ways to ……….…. 

   a- heat    b- purify   c- communicate d- stretch 

                       

2- My brother is going to study ……….…. in Kuwait University. 

   a- physics  b- mirror   c- source                     d- causeway 

      

3- My father was …………...…. because I came back home late yesterday.  

   a- cross    b- fatal  c- amazing               d- straight 

                     

4- The man worked so …………….…. to buy a beautiful house for his family. 

   a- simply   b- sadly   c- hard          d- fortunately 

     

 

b) Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list:  (4 X 1½ = 6  Marks) 

 

[  attractive – degree – prize – racket- contaminated ] 

              
 

5- It’s really dangerous to drink ……….….  water. It can kill you.  

6- The Avenues mall is one of the most ……….….  places in Kuwait.  

7- Oh no! I can’t go to the tennis court today. I think I lost my ……….….. 

8- The boy got a ……….…. for taking part in Kuwait Swimming Championship.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

I. READING (30 MARKS) 

صفحات 6في   الأسئلة  
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B) Reading Comprehension (16 Marks)  

Read the following text, then answer the questions below: 

      Wilbur Wright was born in 1867 and his brother Orville in 

1871.Both brothers were good pupils but because of 

problems at home, they did not finish high school. They 

learned by reading many books in their house and they used 

to ask questions about whatever they thought was 

 interesting. 

      As they were bright mechanics, they decided to open a bicycle shop to 

sell and repair bicycles. In their free time they first built kites. The brothers’ dream 

was to build the first engine-powered flying machine. They designed and built 

their own engines and fans. Then they did many experiments until the historical 

date of December 17, 1903, on which Orville was the first person to fly an 

airplane called “Flyer 1”. The flight lasted only 12 seconds and covered just 120 

feet. 

      In 1909, the brothers opened a factory to make aircrafts. Unfortunately, 

Wilbur died in 1912. He did not live long enough to see how planes improved, 

but Orville lived till 1948 and saw how the airplane changed the world and our 

lives.  

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c  and d: (6 x 2 = 12 Marks) 

9-What is the best title of this text?   

    a- The Wright Brothers                      b- A Bicycle Shop            

    c- Problems at Home      d- High School Boys 

 

10- The underlined word " bright " in the 2nd  paragraph means: 

a- big                   b- traditional      

c- smart                             d- tall  
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11-The underlined word " They " in the 2nd  paragraph refers to:  

a- brothers                   b- bicycles                                           

c- engines                        d- kites  

    

12- According to the text, the Wright brothers continued learning by: 

a- going to school.                                  

b- inventing machines.    

c- studying in the factory.   

d- reading books and asking questions. 

 

13-According to the text all the following statements are NOT TRUE EXCEPT:          

       a- Both brothers were born in the same year. 

     b- The Wright brothers finished high school.                               

       c- The Wright brothers didn’t use to repair bicycles. 

       d- The Wright brothers did a lot of experiments. 

  

14- What is the main purpose of the writer in this text?  

       a- To teach us how to design airplanes. 

       b- To talk about the Wright brothers’ shop. 

       c- To advise us to open a bicycle repairing shop. 

       d- To inform us about how the Wright brothers worked on airplanes.    

 

B) Answer the following questions: (2 x 2 = 4 Marks) 

 

15- What was the name of the first airplane the Wright brothers invented? 

………………..……………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

16- When did the Wright brothers open their own factory for aircrafts? 

………………..…………………………………………..………………………………….. 
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II. Grammar (14 Marks)  

a- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: (4 × 2 = 8 Marks)  

17- The boys are playing in the backyard, ……….….? 

      a- isn’t he     b- aren’t they           c- have they        d- is he 

 

18- I ……….…. a movie with my cousins tomorrow night.  

      a- watching   b- am going to watch  c- was going to watch    d- watched 

 

19- He is ……….…. boy in the class. That’s why he’s good at playing basketball.  

      a- the tallest   b- tall                     c- taller                       d- taller than 

 

20- Good stories ……….…. by many famous writers like Stephen King.  

a- write       b- wrote            c- are written     d- is written 

   

b) Do as shown between brackets: (2x2 =4 Marks) 

21- We (have) our lunch in an Italian restaurant yesterday.       (Correct the verb)  

………………..………………………………………………….. 

 

22- She has already done her maths homework.                 (Change into negative)  

………………..………………………………………………….. 
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Writing 

 “Tennis is a useful sport.” U10 

Plan then write a  paragraph of not less than (6 sentences ) describing " (Playing 

tennis ):  You can use the following picture and guide words : 

(  racket – small ball – net - free time – friends - enjoy )   

  

 

 

 

 

 

Plan your topic her 
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Write your topic here  

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………..…………………………………… 
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( 2 ) 
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( 2 ) 
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( 2 ) 

Handwriting 

 

( 2 ) 
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( 2 ) 
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Mark 

 

( 18 ) 

       
 


